Nickerso n and Newhall published, in 1941, the central notations of the original ISCC -NBS (Inter-Society Color Council-National Bureau of Standards) color-name blocks which were u sed in the preparat ion of the soil and rock color-name charts. In 1955, the ISCC-NBS color-nam e blocks were r evised to accord more closely with usage in the texti le and other fi eld s (NBS Circu lar 553). The central notations of these revised color-name blocks have been computed and are given in the prese nt paper in tabu lar form. A color chart s llow. ing t he central colors of the 267 ISCC--NBS color-n ame blocks wou1d se rv e for rapid determination of the J SCC-NBS color d esignation, es pecially in field wor k where spee d and ease of operation are more important than high accuracy.
Introduction
In 1941 Nickerson and Newhall published a paper [7] 1 en tiLled Central No Lations for !SCC-NBS Color Names based on the first d escription of the ISCC-NBS method of describing colors published in 1939 [2] . Since then, the ISCC-NBS color-name charts have been r evised to accord more closely with usage in the textile and other fields and have been published in 1955 under the title The ISCC-NBS M ethod of Designating Colors and a D ictionary of Color Names [3] . The present paper contains tbe central notations of tbe r evised color-name blocks.
. Computa tion of Centroids
The color-name blocks into which the color solid has been divided are bounded at top and bottom by planes of cons tan t Munsell value, at two of the sides by planes of constant Munsell hue, and at t he other two sides by concen tric cylindrical surfaces of constant, Munsell clu·oma. The shape of such a block might be called a sector of a right cylindrical annulus (like . a piece of pie with the point bitten off). The simplest such block is thus defined by six limits : two-value, two-hue, and two-chroma limits; the most complicated of these blocks may be broken down into three blocks of this simplest or elementary shape. The general method is to find the centroid of each such block and then find the volume-weighted centroid of the set of one to three such elementary centroids.
The hue and value of such an elementary centroid are simply the averages of the hue and value limits, respectively. The chroma of the centroid is not entirely a function of the chroma limits, but depends on the number of Munsell-hue steps !1H in the block. Let the cross section of the block at constant Munsell value be laid out in cylindrical coordinates with the radius being MUl1sell chroma, 0, and since there are 100 Munsell-hue steps in the complete hue circuit, the angle MJ in radians will be given in terms of Munsell hue, H , as 271"!1H/ I00 . Further let H = O correspond to the Munsell hue, H, of the centroid of the block. 1 Figures ill brackets illdieate tbe literature references at tbe end of this ·paper.
The chroma, 0, of the centroid [1] is defined as: The central notation of a compound block, that is, one in which two or more elementary blocks are joined togetber along common constant-hue planes, such as yellowish white or moderate blue, is found by computing the volume-weighted mean of the central notations of the simple blocks. The centroid of a t\yo-component block, for instance, will lie on the straight line joining the centroids of the component blocks. Therefore, it is necessary to graph the respective centroids on circular graph paper, connect them by a straight line divided inversely according to the two volumes, and read off the hue and chroma of the resultant centroid. For a threecomponent block , the resultant centroid for t wo of the adjacent blocks is found and then combined by the same method with the centroid of Lhe third block. The value notation of the resultant centroid i~ computed as the volume-weighted mean of the value notations of the separate centroids.
. Peripheral Color-Name Blocks
The shape of the psychological color solid may be described as a grossly misshapen grapefruit, set so that the pithy core is vertical with an irregular outer surface or skin, determined by the MacAdam theoretical pigment limits [4] . The bounding surface has been determined in Munsell renotation terms by Nickerson and Newhall [8] . This solid, cut into 267 blocks each with a color name attached, forms the ISCC-NBS system of color names. Now consider the outermost or peripheral blocks, those that extend to the outer surface or skin. These represent colors of maximum saturation, maximum lightness or minimum lightness as determined from the MacAdam limits. These peripheral blocks, of which there are 120, have several simple boundary surfaces (plane and cylindrical) and are closed by the outer complicated curved surface of the color solid . The centroids of these peripheral blocks have been estimated graphically by plotting the MacAdam limits on the color-name charts.
Table of Central Notations of ColorName Blocks
In table 1 the ISCC-NBS color-name blocks are identified by number and name, and the Munsell renotation of each centroid is given. The central notation of each of the 120 peripheral blocks, less certain because it was estimated rather than computed by formula, is marked with an asterisk. The numbers used to identify and order the color designations in table 1 are taken from table 1 of NBS Circular 553 [3] . Thus, for any hue name, the order of modifiers is vivid; brilliant, strong, deep, very deep; very light, light, moderate, dark, very dark; very pale (very light grayish), pale (light grayish), grayish, dark grayish, blackish; -ish white, light -ish gray; -ish gray, dark -ish gray, and -ish black. Not all of these modifiers are required with every hue name, as for instance there is no very dark pink: or very pale olive. The notations of the centroids are given to one decimal place except that the value or chroma notations of the centroids of some of the peripheral blocks are given as whole numbers followed by a plus or minus sign, such as 
Applications
For nonborderline colors it is much easier to determine the ISCC-NBS color name from a color chart containing 267 samples, one for each of the central notations of the 267 ISCC-NBS color-name blocks, than it is to determine the Munsell renotation of the color and then to find the ISCC-NBS designation from the color-name charts. In using such a color chart, the observer simply picks out the particular color most closely duplicating that of the specimen to be designated ; he does not have to check for conformity to hue, lightness, and saturation limits separately. The production of such a color chart is now under consideration. It should be pointed out, however, that if the specimen color falls about equally near to two or more of the 267 central colors, it would be impossible to determine accurately which ISCC-NBS designation to apply to it. If necessary, such borderline cases would have to be resolved by recourse to the method described in NBS Circular 553 [3] .
These central notations have a number of applications. Those published by Nickerson and Newhall [7] were used in designing the color-name charts used in the description of the colors of soils [5] and rocks [6] . In both of these color charts. the Munsell Color Company painted samples r epresenting the central notations of each of the color-name blocks used. : Matching to one central color rather than to several limit colors is a less exact but quicker method and was developed for field use where speed and ease of operation are more important than high accuracy.
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